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ABSTRACT 

  The Q-Flop is an alternative memory element for designs that 

are prone to metastability. It has been substantially explored by past 

research work, specially in synchronization schemes. However, 

there is very limited support to test insertion on these critical 

components. This brief presents a testable Q-flop cell and a 

methodology to integrate it to standard synthesis and DfT flows, 

allowing automated scan insertion using conventional sequential 

cells and commercial design automation solutions. Experimental 

results explore the tradeoffs of the proposed cell in terms of silicon 

area, energy, and power when compared to the original Q-flop. 



EXISTING SYSTEM 

• In existing system, an alternative to implement synchronizers 

that are commonly used in asynchronous circuits and some 

GALS systems.  

• This component behaves similar to a standard flipflop memory 

element and it allows sampling data using the edge of a CLK 

signal.  

• The difference is that in the event of the component going 

metastable, the Q-flop resolves the metastability internally, not 

propagating metastable signals to its outputs. 



PROPOSED SYSTEM 

• We present an setup where the proposed cell is automatically 

inserted into a circuit using commercial EDA tools and 

implemented to the layout level to ensure the correct behavior. 

• This process can be automated by Tcl scripts using standard 

commands to perform an hierarchical synthesis and preserve 

the fence and blockage constraints. 

• In addition to the full design automation allowed by the 

proposed cell, it also increases the testability of critical 

components, which ensures the correct circuit behavior, such 

as metastability filters and their surrounding logic. 



SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

·         Processor    -        intel core i3 

·         RAM          -        2GB 

·        Hard Disk   -        20 GB 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

·         Tool                     -        Tanner/Microwind 
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